ORDER CUT OFF TIME FOR NEXT BUSINESS DAY DELIVERY
Delivery Day

Cut off Time

Monday

Before 11.00 am, Saturday

Tuesday

Before 4.00 pm, Monday

Wednesday

Before 4.00 pm, Tuesday

Thursday

Before 4.00 pm, Wednesday

Friday

Before 4.00 pm, Thursday

Saturday

Before 4.00 pm, Friday

Delivery:
• Mondays to Fridays 8.00 am to 4.30 pm
• Saturdays 8.00 am to 12.00 noon.
• No deliveries on public holidays.

For enquiries and orders, please contact:
Lai Lai / Eugene / Felicia / Angel
T 6276 5433
F 6276 2978
E sales@euraco.com.sg

Euraco Finefood Pte Ltd

Office: Block 219 Henderson Road #04-01 Henderson Industrial Park Singapore 159556 T 6276 5433 F 6276 2978
Email: sales@euraco.com.sg
Website: www.euraco.com.sg E-shop: www.shop.euraco.com.sg
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100% ARABICA COFFEE
ITALY

illycaffè was founded in 1933 in Trieste by Francesco Illy. illycaffè is a company known and
appreciated in the five continents for the high quality and the velvety taste of its coffee, an
unmistakable unique blend made of nine types of pure Arabica that delights millions of people every
day at home, in the office, in hotels, restaurants and cafes.
The company has built a world of experience, taste, science and art around the
pleasure of a perfect cup of coffee. The world of illy also includes coffee
machines, designer cups (the illy Art collection) and accessories; our illy Caffè
- authentic Italian coffee shops - and the Università del Caffè, founded in 1999
to promote and share the culture of quality coffee in Italy and around the world.
Ethics and sustainability are part of illycaffè's DNA, and we have always pursued the goal of improving
the quality of life for everyone. In 2019, we strengthened our commitment as a stakeholder company by
adopting the status of Benefit Company. This underlines our determination to continue to grow by
operating in a sustainable way for the communities we interact with, integrating this commitment into our
corporate statutes.

illycaffè is the first Italian coffee company to obtain B Corp certification, which
is awarded to companies that are committed to respecting the highest
standards of social and environmental performance, transparency and
accountability and that operate in a way that optimizes their positive impact on
employees, communities and the environment.
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY AND GOVERNANCE
By becoming a Società Benefit (Benefit Corporation), illycaffè has crystallized and explicitly stated in
the company purpose of its articles of association its desire to operate as a stakeholder company by
pursuing Shared Value creation (economic sustainability), Personal Growth (social sustainability) and
Respect for the Ecosystem (environmental sustainability). By becoming a Società Benefit (Benefit
Corporation), illycaffè has crystallized and explicitly stated in the company purpose of its articles of
association its desire to operate as a stakeholder company by pursuing Shared Value creation
(economic sustainability), Personal Growth (social sustainability) and Respect for the Ecosystem
(environmental sustainability).
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100% ARABICA COFFEE
ITALY
ILLY: THE UNIQUE BLEND

A unique coffee blend of nine different types of Arabica, selected in the
field by growers of our best crops. A symphony that creates a unique flavour:
a perfect balance between sour and bitter taste, a very broad aromatic
profile, a prolonged aftertaste.
CLASSICO
(CLASSIC ROAST)

INTENSO
(BOLD ROAST)

DECAFFEINATED

LUNGO

Mild & balanced
The unique illy blend
CLASSICO has a
lingering sweetness and
delicate notes of
caramel, orange blossom
and jasmine.

Intense & full-bodied
The unique illy blend
INTENSO has a
pleasantly robust finish,
with warm notes of cocoa
and dried fruit.

Mild & balanced
DECAFFEINATO roast
coffee has the
unmistakably smooth and
velvety taste of the
100% Arabica unique illy
blend CLASSICO roast:
delicate notes of
caramel, chocolate and
toasted bread, with a
sweet aftertaste. With no
higher than 0.1%
caffeine.

Mild & balanced
CLASSICO roasted
coffee with a smooth and
velvety taste. It offers a
perfect balance between
sour and bitter with notes
of caramel, orange
blossom, jasmine and a
sweet aftertaste. Lungo is
ground coarser, ideal for
a cup of coffee with a
larger volume.

COFFEE BEAN
Coffee Bean Classic Roast 3kg
Ctn: 2 x 3kg
109650

Coffee Bean Bold Roast 3kg
Ctn: 2 x 3kg
109651

Coffee Bean Classic
Roast 1.5kg
Ctn: 4 x 1.5kg
109979

Coffee Bean Bold
Roast 1.5kg
Ctn: 4 x 1.5kg
109980

Coffee Bean Decaf
Roast 1.5kg
Ctn: 4 x 1.5kg
110124

Coffee Bean Classic
Roast 250gm
Ctn: 12 x 250gm
110154

Coffee Bean Bold
Roast 250gm
Ctn: 12 x 250gm
109983

Coffee Bean Decaf
Roast 250gm
Ctn: 12 x 250gm
110156
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100% ARABICA COFFEE
ITALY

COFFEE GROUND
Coffee Ground Classic
Roast 250gm
Ctn: 12 x 250gm
110538

Coffee Ground Bold
Roast 250gm
Ctn: 6 x 250gm
110540

Coffee Ground Decaf
Roast 250gm
Ctn: 12 x 250gm
103248

COFFEE ESE PODS (INDIVIDUALLY WRAP)
Coffee Pod Classic
Roast 18’s
Ctn: 12 x 18’s
110533

Coffee Pod Bold Roast
18’s
Ctn: 12 x 18’s
110714

Coffee Pod Decaf 18’s
Ctn: 12 x 18’s
106081

Coffee Pod Classic
Roast 200’s
112018

Coffee Pod Bold Roast
200’s
112021

Coffee Pod Lungo
Roast 200’s
112869

DRIP COFFEE
Drip Coffee Classic 9gm 5’s
Ctn: 15 x 5’s
111882

Drip Coffee Classic 9gm 500’s
111775

Drip Coffee Bold 9gm 5’s
Ctn: 15 x 5’s
111883

Drip Coffee Bold 9gm 500’s
111776
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100% ARABICA COFFEE
ITALY

THE INNOVATIVE IPERESPRESSCO CAPSULE
The capsule uses a patented two-stage process by illy to create quality coffee with one touch:
intensely aromatic, full-bodied espresso with rich, long-lasting crema.

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Classic
Roast 21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
110143

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Classic
Roast Flowpack
100’s
110532

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Bold
Roast 21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
110144

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Lungo
21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
110150

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Bold
Roast Flowpack
100’s
110542

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Lungo
Flowpack
100’s
103407

Ipso Coffee
Capsule Decaf
21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
110142

ARABICA SELECTION
Explore the origins of illy coffee. Illycaffe
perfected the roast of each individual
ingredient in this unique blend. The unique
roast enhances the different tastes of each
Arabica coffee: bringing out the floral
notes of coffee from Ethiopia, chocolate
notes from Guatemala, caramel from Brazil,
fruit notes from Colombia and spice notes
from India. Because happiness is savoring
beautiful taste right from its origins.

COFFEE BEAN
Coffee Bean Brazil 250gm
Ctn: 6 x 250gm
112417

Coffee Bean Guatemala 250gm
Ctn: 6 x 250gm
112418

IPERESPRESSO CAPSULE
Ipso Coffee Capsule
Ethiopia 21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
109981

Ipso Coffee Capsule
Guatemala 21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
109982

Ipso Coffee Capsule
Brazil 21’s
Ctn: 6 x 21’s
109654
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COFFEE MACHINE
ITALY

The coffee you desire: at home, at any time
A perfect synthesis of design and technology, Iperespresso machines are designed to allow you to
prepare a cup of coffee, with a balanced taste, like at the cafe, with a few simple and intuitive
gestures, whenever you want.
Perfect synthesis of design and technology
Iperespresso machines are designed to prepare a cup of quality coffee at home, with a balanced taste,
rich aroma and smooth body. Discover it and the functionalities that best match your coffee habits.
The innovative iperespresso capsule
The capsule uses a patented two-stage process by illy to create quality coffee with one touch: intensely
aromatic, full-bodied espresso with rich, long-lasting crema.

IPERESPRESSO CAPSULE MACHINE
Savour a smooth shot of espresso or rich cup of coffee prepared by Francis Francis iperEspresso and coffee
capsule machine.

X7.1 Black
103376

X7.1 Red
105572

X7.1 White
103377

X1 Black
103367
X1 Red
103366

X1 Anniversary Edition Red
112416
X1 Anniversary Edition Stainless Steel
109883
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COFFEE MACHINE
ITALY

GROUND COFFEE MACHINE
With the X1 ground coffee machine, you determine every parameter of the preparation of your espresso or
cappuccino, by using tamper, spouts, filters and measures like a real barista. A design icon available in many
colors, for a cup (or two at the same time) made with the highest degree of customization.
X1 Ground Dark Blue
103363

X1 Ground Orange
103362

X1 Ground Yellow
103364

TRIO COFFEE MACHINE
illy, which has always been committed to a constant path towards sustainability, presents a project that
contributes to respect for the environment in every detail. The new ECO mode with fast-heating technology is
capable of significantly reducing energy consumption, eliminating the waiting time between one delivery and
another. Every single material used has been chosen to guarantee an extended durability of the machine.
Both preparation systems are eco-sustainable: the E.S.E. pods, which today illy offers compostable,
and ground coffee.

X1 Trio Almond
103356

X1 Trio Dark Blue
103258

X1 Trio Orange
103256

X1 Trio Yellow
103259

X1 Trio Light Blue
103257

ESE & GROUND COFFEE MACHINE
Renewed beauty - combined with sustainability - to achieve perfection. In search of the perfect espresso, the X1
Anniversary ESE & Ground machine was launched as illy's next step in coffee machines. Designed by Luca Trazzi,
in reference to the Italian industrial design of the 60s, it is the essential tool to become a barista.
X1 ESE & Ground Anniversary Red
112609
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COFFEE ACCESSORIES
ITALY

CUP & SAUCER SET
Iconic, elegant and beautifully simple, illy espresso cups are designed to deliver the ultimate enjoyment of illy
coffee!
illy Logo Espresso Cup & Saucer
60cc 12’s
103238

illy Logo Cappuccino Cup &
Saucer 200cc 12’s
103245

Bone China Espresso Cup &
Saucer w Lid 6’s
103302

Bone China Cappuccino Cup &
Saucer w Lid 6’s
103303

Michel Lin Espresso Cup &
Saucer 60cc 12’s
103304

CUP WITHOUT SAUCER
illy Logo Double Espresso
Cup 120cc 12’s
105231

illy Logo Mug 300cc 6’s
103242

Francesco Clemente
Espressco Cup 60cc 12’s
103319

Live Happilly Cappuccino
Cup 170cc 12’s
103469

Gillo Dorfles Espresso Cup 60cc 12’s
106383

Gillo Dorfles Cappuccino Cup 170cc 12’s
106428
Sustainart Expo Espresso Cup 60cc 12’s
103281
Sustainart Expo Cappuccino Cup 170cc 12’s
103283

SAUCER
Saucer for Espresso Cup 12’s
103289

Universal Saucer 12’s
103300
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COFFEE ACCESSORIES
ITALY

GLASSES FOR COFFEE
The line of glassware was designed to celebrate every coffee moment, with different preparations in mind:
from marocchino to affogato, to iced coffee and caffe latte.
Marocchino Glass 60cc 12’s
103310

Luxion Glass 100cc 6’s
103297

Freddo Glass 150cc 6’s
103395

Freddo Glass 250cc 6’s
103397

TAKEAWAY PAPER CUPS WITH ILLY LOGO
Serve illy in style with these sturdy paper cups that showcase the signature illy logo, available is 3 sizes:
4 oz. for espresso, 10 oz. for cappuccino (or brewed coffee), and 12 oz. for brewed coffee.
108079

Takeaway Paper Cup LOGO 4oz 50’s

20 x 50’s

108080

Takeaway Paper Cup LOGO 12oz 20’s

20 x 20’s

112022

Takeaway Paper Cup ONE 8oz 25’s

20 x 25’s

112132

Takeaway Paper Cup ONE 12oz 25’s

20 x 25’s

TAKEAWAY PAPER CUP LIDS
108081

Takeaway Paper Cup Lid 4oz 100’s

10 x 100’s

108082

Takeaway Paper Cup Lid 8-10oz 100’s

10 x 100’s

108083

Takeaway Paper Cup Lid 12-16oz 100’s

10 x 100’s

112023

Takeaway Paper Cup Lid 8oz 33’s

42 x 33’s

112133

Takeaway Paper Cup Lid 12oz 33’s

36 x 32’s
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COFFEE ACCESSORIES
ITALY

SUGAR SACHET

COFFEE MACHINE CLEANING POWDER

White Caster Sugar Sachet 4gm 10kg
(± 2,500 sachets)
103277

Decalcification Cleaning Powder for
Francis Francis Coffee Machines
Ctn: 10
106352

COFFEE ACCESSORIES
Ombra Spoon
Ctn: 6
103444

Thun Girotondo Spoon Small
104mm 50’s
103464

Thun Girotondo Spoon Big
160mm 50’s
103465

Thun-Rodriguez Napkin Holder
Ctn: 2
103435

Ipso Capsule Dispenser
103446

Dynamometrical Twist Tamper
110413
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ART COLLECTION CUPS
ITALY
A passion for beauty and well-made objects, a deep admiration for contemporary art , and our blend’s
exceptional quality all led us to combine coffee’s sensory pleasure with the aesthetic pleasure of art by
rethinking an everyday object: the coffee cup.
This is how the illy Art Collections are born: small works of art in the form of a cup, numbered and
signed, transforming the act of drinking an espresso into an experience that involves the senses and
mind

Crystal Sandblast Espresso
Cup & Saucer 2’s
103307

Daniel Buren Espresso
Cup & Saucer 4’s
103466

Expo Mascot Cappuccino
Cup & Saucer 60cc 4’s
105199

Kiki Smith Cappuccino
Cup & Saucer 6’s
103432

Max Petrone Cappuccino
Cup & Saucer 6’s
109454

Pistoletto Foundation Espresso
Cup & Saucer 4’s
103343

With 250gm coffee powder

Salgado Espresso Cup & Saucer
103340

Schnabel Espresso
Cup & Saucer 5’s
103345

With 250g coffee powder

With 250g coffee powder

Serse Glass 2’s
103342

With 250gm coffee powder
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ART COLLECTION CUPS
ITALY

Live Happilly
Espresso Cup & Saucer 2’s
103429

Watermill Espresso
Cup & Saucer 6’s
103285

Watermill Cappuccino
Cup & Saucer 6’s
103286

With 250g coffee powder

Live Happilly Mug 2’s
103430

Essentials Illy Logo Cup Set
(Espresso / Cappuccino / Mug)
106482

With 250g coffee powder

FRANCESCO CLEMENTE COLLECTION
112075

Espresso Cup & Saucer (I&E) 2’s

112071

Cappuccino Cup & Saucer (I&E) 2’s

112074

Espresso Cup & Saucer (O&A) 2’s

112070

Cappuccino Cup & Saucer (O&A) 2’s

112072

Espresso Cup & Saucer (U&W) 2’s

112069

Cappuccino Cup & Saucer (U&W) 2’s

Cappuccino Cup & Saucer 6’s
103426
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100% ARABICA COFFEE
ITALY
THE ILLY BLEND
A cup of illy coffee is the final stage of a never-ending journey, the concluding step that inspires a new
story every time. It is the fruit of illy’s absolute dedication to quality, which began way back in 1933
when Francesco Illy decided to pursue a simple dream: to offer the greatest coffee in the world. The
unique 100% Arabica illy blend is a combination of 9 of the finest coffee origins, carefully selected by
illy. A signature recognized around the world.
illy dedicates the same
passion and the same
attention to every stage
of coffee processing, on
the long journey from the
bean, to the cup, to the
smile on the lips of the
people who enjoy it.

SELECTION
The choice of
quality

BLENDING
The recipe for
happiness

ROASTING
Taste in different
shades

AGEING &
PRESSURIZATIO
N
Long-lasting
aroma

PREPARATION
An unmistakable
expression of
taste

MITACA PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM (MPS)
The patented MPS technology ensures the consistently excellent quality of the coffee
in the cup. When preparation starts the lower part of the capsule is closed to ensure
the complete infusion of the coffee. The capsule only opens when the correct pressure
is reached during delivery to create an excellent espresso.
BLEND: A RANGE OF TASTES TO DELIGHT YOUR CUSTOMERS
The taste and aroma of the unique illy blend, created from 9 different 100%
Arabica origins. Available in two different roasting intensities: Classico, with a
smooth and velvety taste; Intenso, for those who love a rich and full-bodied taste.
Also available in Lungo, for those who enjoy more volume in the cup, and Decaf, for
those who want to avoid caffeine but still enjoy the taste of the unique illy blend.
ILLY

Coffee MPS Capsule CLASSICO 15’s
Ctn: 6 x 15’s
112369

The iconic illy blend: for those who love a smooth and
balanced taste. Delicate notes of caramel, orange blossom
and jasmine with a sweet aftertaste.

Coffee MPS Capsule INTENSO 15’s
Ctn: 6 x 15’s
112370

A bolder roast for your customers who prefer a richer and
more intense aroma. Engaging notes of cocoa and dried
fruit for a rich and full-bodied aftertaste.

Coffee MPS Capsule LUNGO 15’s
Ctn: 6 x 15’s
112371

Coffee MPS Capsule DECAF 15’s
Ctn: 6 x 15’s
112372

For those who love a smooth and balanced taste. Delicate
notes of caramel, orange blossom and jasmine with a sweet
aftertaste. For more volume in the cup.

The best loved coffee for customers who prefer their
espresso with almost no caffeine: a caffeine content not
higher than 0.1%.
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100% ARABICA COFFEE
ITALY
MITACA HOT DRINKS A WORLD TO TASTE
The Mitaca hot drinks add vitality and taste to any moment
of the day. The capsules allow the preparation of delicious
hot drinks: the fine teas, infusions and a milk flavoured drink
ideal for the “macchiato or for preparing an excellent
hot chocolate!
The unique taste of nature: tea leaves for sugar free beverages and with beneficial
properties. For a 100% natural relaxing break.
Tea MPS Capsule BLACK 16’s
Ctn: 6 x 16’s
112374

Tea MPS Capsule LEMON 16’s
Ctn: 6 x 16’s
112373

Black tea has been known for centuries for its regenerative
and healthy properties.

Tea MPS Capsule MIXED BERRIES 25’s
Ctn: 4 x 25’s
112375

Refreshing drink, with a superb taste, perfect for breakfast
or for any relaxing break.

MILK MPS Capsule 16’s
Ctn: 6 x 16’s
112376

Delicate scent of red fruits, for a sweet afternoon break.

Milk-based beverage, ideal to prepare macchiato coffee
or hot chocolate in the office.

MPS ESPRESSO MACHINE
MPS Coffee Machine M9 Black
112382

MPS Coffee Machine M5 V2.0
112383

MPS Coffee Machine M5 V2.0
- Hot Water Version
112384

Elegant and minimalist design, the
aluminum colour inserts highlight the
brilliance of the black shining parts.
Recommended for offices with
up to 8 people.

Enjoy the pleasure of espresso, one
after another. Recommended for
offices with up to 10 people.

Enjoy the pleasure of espresso, one
after another. Recommended for
offices with up to 10 people.

• Automatic stop
• 2 Programmable cup volumes
• Adjustable cup holder for espresso
cup or mug
• Water tank capacity: 2.5 litres
• Automatic stand by after 10 min
• W15 x D35 x H28 cm

• 3 volumes programmable with
automatic stop and start/stop
manual dispensing button.
• Automatic ejection of capsules
• Display with language selection
and error notification.
• W28 x D25 x H33 cm

• Hot water dispensing function
• 3 volumes programmable with
automatic stop and start/stop
manual dispensing button.
• Automatic ejection of capsules
• Display with language selection
and error notification.
• W28 x D25 x H33 cm
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ARTISAN TEA
SINGAPORE
GRYPHON TEA STORY
Gryphon Tea Company traces its origins to a family-owned tea
importer founded in Singapore almost 100 years ago. In 2006, a
fourth-generation member of the family struck out on his own and the
company quickly gained a following for its maverick ideas and heady
enthusiasm.
Gryphon Tea’s growing selection of tea recipes has received numerous
industry awards and is now available to consumers worldwide through
online shopping and network of dedicated distribution partners.
Gryphon Tea is a company on a mission to make the highest-quality gourmet teas for the discerning tea
drinker who is always in search of new taste experiences. Built with passion and fuelled by its founder’s
love for Asia’s rich culinary culture, the tea is crafted with exotic and experimental ingredients to bring
out a unique and flavourful pedigree. Each and every blend is a commitment to quality, in which only
the world's finest tea leaves and herbs. We guarantee a premium tea drinking experience with every
sip.

BLACK TEA SACHETS 20’S
British Breakfast
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103211

Earl Grey Lavender
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103212

Contessa Grey
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103220

Straits Chai
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103213

GREEN TEA SACHETS 20’S
Pearl of the Orient
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103214

Osmanthus Sencha
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103222

WHITE TEA SACHETS
Nymph of the Nile
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103218

White Gingerlily
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103219

Marrakesh Mint
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103229

Hanami
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103221

HERBAL TEA SACHETS
Chamomile Dream
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103215

Lemon Ginger Mint
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103216
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ARTISAN TEA
SINGAPORE

OOLONG TEA 20’S
Templetree Lotus
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
105254

ROOIBOS TEA SACHETS

Lily of the Field
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
105255

Coba Cabana
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103225

Mogambo
Ctn: 24 x 20’s
103223

MULTI PACK 20’S
Treasures
Ctn: 20 x 20’s
103217
An assortment of 10 types of green, black, rooibos, oolong
and white teas from the Artisan Selection : Nymph Of The
Nile, White Gingerlily, Lily Of The Field, Templetree Lotus,
Mogambo, Tomatino, Marrakesh Mint, Contessa Grey,
Straits Chai, Osmanthus Sencha

TEA SACHETS 200’S
105579

British Breakfast

105581

Earl Grey Lavender

Green Tea

105578

Hanami

White Tea

107034

Nymph of the Nile

105582

Chamomile

105580

Lemon Ginger Mint

Black Tea

Herbal Tea

TRAVEL SELECTION SACHET 4’S
Tropical Paradise
Ctn: 80 x 4’s
106676

Sunny Island
Ctn: 80 x 4’s
106677

Blooming Gardens
Ctn: 80 x 4’s
106675

Little Things
Ctn: 80 x 4’s
106673

Azteca d'Oro, British
Breakfast, Marrakesh Mint,
White Ginger

Coba Cabana, Hanami,
Lemon Ginger Mint,
Templetree Lotus

Earl Grey Lavender, Lily of
the Field, Osmanthus
Sencha, Tomatino

Straits Chai, Nymph of the
Nile, Lily of the Field,
Marrakesh Mint
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COLD BREWED SPARKLING TEA
SINGAPORE
As a Great Taste Award producer, and winner of over 50 accolades, Gryphon® Tea Co. is at the cusp
of tea innovation. Curated with an invigorating blend of tea leaves and real fruit juices, Gryphon® Tea
Co. is bringing a new taste experience to all tea fans.
Gryphon Tea Co.’s Botanically Cold Brewed™ tea packs a punch with bright, crisp tea flavours with a
touch of sparkle. Whether it’s an energy boost for an afternoon slump, or a rewarding post-workout
refresher, this all-natural cold brew tea is the perfect daily pick-me-up.

Botanically cold brewing™ tea is a process of steeping tea in a temperature-controlled environment for
no less than 12 hours. This ensures that there is minimal interruption in a quiescence state. Additionally,
cold steeping allows the tea leaves to bloom slowly to gradually release delicate volatile aromas,
giving the tea a smooth and velvety flavour profile. This refreshing tea helps to balance your body’s
pH levels while hydrating and rebuilding your cells with powerful antioxidants. With no artificial
sweeteners, colourings and artificial flavourings, Gryphon® Tea Co.’s Botanically Cold Brewed™
Sparkling Tea is sweetened purely from the addition of real fruit juices.
Pearl of the Orient
with Lychee 300ml
Ctn: 12 x 300ml
108416

Chamomile Dream
with Apple 300ml
Ctn: 12 x 300ml
110061

Osmanthus Sencha
with Passion Fruit 300ml
Ctn: 12 x 300ml
108417

Full-bodied jasmine green tea and
aromatic Moroccan pink rose.
Naturally sweetened with cane sugar
and the Queen of summer fruits lychee, this blend delivers a sensual
and wildly sweet flavour.

This charming blend is lightly
sweetened with natural cane
sugar and boasts notes of vanilla,
honey, and apples. Lightly carbonated
for a rejuvenating treat!

With a honeyed touch of floral aroma,
this Botanically Cold Brewed™
Sparkling tea leaves you with a soft
palate of nectar led by the ethereal
fragrance of Osmanthus flowers,
accompanied by light acidity of
Passionfruit.

Earl Grey Lavender
with Strawberry 300ml
Ctn: 12 x 300ml
108418

Hanami
with White Peach 300ml
Ctn: 12 x 300ml
112742

Earl Grey’s distinct floral, yet citrusy
profile from Calabrian Bergamot gives
it a remarkable versatility in all
variations and makes the most
enthralling drink when infused
with sweet strawberries and
natural cane sugar.

Wander through floral notes of handharvested cherry blossoms with
succulent white peach juice and a
festive touch of sparkle.
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JAPANESE ARTISAN TEA
SINGAPORE

Breaking out from the typical Japanese
or Chinese-centric teas available in the
market, Gryphon Tea Master brings to
you Roji Cha - a fun and youthful
Japanese tea product that hopes to
cultivate and enhance tea drinking
among consumers with more choices of
flavours and varieties.

ROJI TEA SACHET 15’S
Kyo Breakfast
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108372

Earl Grey
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108373

Momotaro
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108375

Melona Manpuku
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108376

Ume Ume
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108377

Koku Yuzu Kukicha
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108379

Milky Popcorn
Ctn: 24 x 15’s
108378
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CHOCOLATE DRINK
SWITZERLAND
WHAT EXACTLY IS CAOTINA?

A perfect chocolate treat for the discerning connoisseur
Caotina is a premium chocolate drink made with rich, delicious Swiss chocolate, available in three
varieties (Classic, Dark and White). Drink it hot, drink it cold, drink it any time or anywhere, and enjoy
its burst of flavour and boost of sweet energy!
Caotina: Bursting with Swiss goodness
Invented by Wander in 1963 in the heart of Switzerland's lush alpine wonderland to meet the growing
demand for tastier and healthier food products, Caotina contains 7% real Swiss chocolate gently
combined with 19% reduced-fat cocoa powder, making Caotina a rich, well-balanced and smooth
chocolate drink full of the pure taste of Swiss chocolate.

Caotina: first in flavour, first in quality
Caotina is a perfectly balanced blend of premium ingredients brought together in delicate powder
form that quickly and easily dissolves in hot or cold milk. This, together with our long-standing
experience and continuous drive to include only the finest raw ingredients, means Caotina reigns
supreme as one of the best chocolate drink powders on the global market today.

UTZ CERTIFIED. BETTER FARMING. BETTER FUTURE.
What is UTZ Certified?
UTZ means "good" in a Maya language. Through the UTZ program farmers grow better crops, generate
more income and create better opportunities while safeguarding the environment and securing the
earth's natural resources. Now and in the future. And that tastes a lot better.
UTZ Certified is your assurance that our cocoa is responsibly sourced. Together we work to create a
world where sustainable farming and harvest is the norm. Sustainable farming helps the farmers,
workers and their families to fulfil their ambitions and contributes to safeguard the resources of our
world.
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CHOCOLATE DRINK
SWITZERLAND

Classic 15gm 10’s
Ctn: 8 x 10’s
103518

Classic 15gm 100’s
Ctn: 6 x 100’s
103513

Classic 200gm
Ctn: 6 x 200gm
103514

Classic 500gm
Ctn: 6 x 500gm
105151

Dark 500gm
Ctn: 6 x 500gm
108830

Light without Sugar 350gm
Ctn: 6 x 350gm
103517

Pronto 1kg
Ctn: 6 x 1kg
105113

Caotina Pronto is a water-soluble cocoa drink that tastes just like the Swiss
original with milk. Small wonder: After all, Caotina Pronto is made from the finest
cocoa.
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WINES
ITALY
Established in 2000

Vineyards 30 Ha

Production 300,000 bottles

The projected started by Angelo Bonetta and his sons Carmelo and Riccardo enhances the potential of
a very favourable growing area, the chalky limestone hills south of Campobello near Licata. The
modern cellars stands inside the “baglio”(walled farmstead) dedicated to crucifix long venerated by
the local population. The cellar’s philosophy focuses on bringing out the Sicilianness of the wines, a
distinguishing characteristic
Laluci Grillo DOCG 2019 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
112277
The colour is a bright, straw-yellow with green reflections and the incredible aroma is broad and
intense with notes of citrus, yellow flowers, a hint of celery, mint and balsamic whiffs that have
eucalyptus in the background. The mouthfeel is lithe with a nice acidity and a bit of salt while the
perky finish has an amazing persistence

Laudari Chardonnay DOCG 2019 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
112279

Fragrant with aromas of citrus and flowers on vanilla base. Soft and full with a great and long tasteolfactory persistence. Fresh and tangy at the same time.

Adenzia Rosso DOC 2017 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
111394
Nero d'Avola, Syrah
Very wide-ranging spectrum of aromas, with notes of sour cherries and forest fruits, together with
delicious hints of vanilla. Caressing and spicy, with firm, but graceful tannins. A wine that can be
cellared for up to 10 years.

Lusira Syrah DOCG 2016 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
112275
The major attraction of this wine is its elegance, which caresses the mouth with intense and complex
red fruit jam, taking on spiciness and finishing with a vanilla note that coats the tannins, giving a
caressing mouth feel. This wine can be cellared for at least ten years.

Lu Patri Nero d’Avola DOCG 2017 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
112278
Notes of balsamic, herbs until fruity blackberry and black cherry. Round and round, with a
remarkably aromatic, complex and warm, enveloping and spicy with a beautiful background of
tobacco, liquorice and pepper, good flavour and tannin. Wine with aging capacity of at least 10
years.
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WINES
ITALY

Planted since 1975, the Antano family's vines are planted with Sagrantino (a tannic red grape that is
native to Umbria) and Sangiovese on clay soils that are rich in minerals. Located in the town of
Montefalco, Milziade Antano is in one of the two DOCG designated wine regions in Umbria,
Montefalco Sagrantino DOCG.Stylistically, Antano is "old school" in winemaking terms, a "garage
winemaker", with a lack of intervention in the winery, including no barrique and no high-tech equipment.
He maintains his father's vineyard management techniques, now considered modern, which were once
considered radical when Milziade began them years ago, with aggressive green harvesting and low
tonnage per acre. These are wines that speak out about the strength and passion of the land and the
people who till and harvest its fruits.
Montefalco Rosso DOC 2016 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
111541
70% Sagrantino, 15% Sangiovese & 15% Merlot
Deep ruby red color. Fresh and intense bouquet of red fruits. Harmonious and persistent with delicate
tannins on the finish..Pairs particularly well with meat based dishes, including wild game. Also with
semi-aged cheese.

Montefalco Sagrantino DOCG 2015 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
111542
Deep ruby red color, with violet reflections. Intense bouquet of red fruits with hints of tobacco, leather
and licorice. Dry, robust and persistent with refined intense tannins on the finish.Pairs particularly well
with meat based dishes, including wild game. Also a delightful accompaniment to well aged cheese
and cured meats.

Montefalco Sagrantino Colleallodole DOCG 2104 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
111543
Deep ruby red color, with violet reflections. Intense bouquet of red fruits with hints of tobacco, leather
and licorice. Dry, robust and persistent with refined intense tannins on the finish.Single vineyard
Colleallodole. Vine age is 30 to 40 yrs. 265 meters above sea level. Argilla soil. Sun exposure from
North, South, East and West.Pairs particularly well with meat based dishes, including wild game. Also
a delightful accompaniment to well aged cheese and cured meats.
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EAUX-DE-VIE, FRUIT CREAM & LIQUEUR
FRANCE

The history of the Distillerie Massenez goes back to 1870
when Jean-Baptiste Massenez was a distiller in the Val de Villé in Urbeis.
. Born in a family of distillers, G. E. Massenez continues the traditional art of distilling eaux
de vie (fruit brandies) which is still particularly alive in the Villé region on Alsace. Since the
distillation of high quality eaux de vie is not really consistent with today's industrialized
practices, G. E. Massenez has chosen to retain traditional methods and to combine them
with the requirements of modern production. Only the best fruit is selected and stored in
large fermentation vats prior to distillation according to the rules of this age old art.

MASSENEZ FRUIT EAUX-DE-VIE
• The Massenez Eaux-de-Vie impose their signature by their quality and finesse in the mouth.
• Eaux-de-Vie at 40° or 46° depending on the range, but always with the same subtlety and aromatic intensity that
reminds you of the fragility of the original fruit.
• From luxurious bottles to traditional flutes, Massenez has kept its authenticity, both in the bottle and in the method of
distillation. A world reference in its sector.

Framboise Sauvage VRP 40%
700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101714

Mirabelle VRP 40% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101716

Poire William VRF 40% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101717

The Raspberry Eau-de-Vie stands
out due to its delicacy, finesse and
balance. A subtle emotional
experience that is true to the fragility
of its original fruit.

In this Eau-de-Vie it is easy to find
almond notes, typical of stone fruit.
Its very fruity, lingering flavor makes it
truly tempting to taste.

A superb eau-de-vie, a signature
of the Massenez distillery, to be
enjoyed as a digestif, in a cocktail,
or even in your fruit salads, sorbets.

Kirsch VRP 40% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101715

Vieille Prune VRP 40% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101727

Carafon Poire William Avec Poire
Prisoner 40% 700ml
Ctn : 6 x 700ml
101728

This intense nose with almond notes is a
highly characteristic mark of the
quality of the original fruit selection
and the delicacy of the distillation.

The Vieille Prune Eau-de-Vie is
famous for its digestive qualities and
can be sipped at the same
temperature as a cup of tea.

Symbolic of the Massenez
brand, the Prisoner Pear is fascinating
due to both its quality of taste and
scent, and its pear-shaped bottle,
encasing the pear inside.

Caraf Calvados VX Avec Pomme
40% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101732

Calvados Vieux Bout
Pomme 40% 750ml
Ctn: 6 x 750ml
101713

Carafe Ginger Spirit 40% 700ml
Ctn : 6 x 700ml
101731

Reminder of the intensity of cider
aromas, with smooth, classic applebrandy flavours. Serve it over ice or
neat, chilled, either after a meal or
between courses.

Exceptional aromatic intensity,
reminiscent of the sweetness of cider
and the sensation of crunching ripe
fruit, typical of Vieux Calvados.

A signature of Massenez’s
expertise, this Ginger
Brandy is an expression of the perfect
mastery of distillation applied to
ginger root to extract its highly
distinctive essence.
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EAUX-DE-VIE, FRUIT CREAM & LIQUEUR
FRANCE

MASSENEZ FRUIT CREAMS & LIQUORS
Everyone has their own way of appreciating liqueurs, we can enjoy them pure, taste them in cocktails, or as a
long drink to combine aromas and freshness. Fruit liquors take us to the heart of our terroirs, for our greatest
pleasure. Let your creativity speak for itself and enjoy!
Crème de Mure (Blackberry)
20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101720

Crème de Cassis (Blackcurrant)
20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101724

Crème de Myrtille (Blueberry)
20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101722

Rich in flavour, marked by the
intensity of the fruit. A true olfactory
sweetness, it is very sweet upon tasting
but is also harmoniously balanced out
by a touch of acidity, typical of
blackberries.

The Dijon Blackcurrant Crème is
renowned around the world for its
unique flavour. The unctuousness
and roundness of this crème are a
signature of the quality of Massenez’s
Crème & Liqueurs.

Marked by the flavours of ripe
fruit whilst contrasting with the
freshness of blueberry at the finish. An
elegant crème that stays very true to
its original fruit.

Crème de Griottes (Morello
Cherry) 20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101723

Crème de Peche (Peach) 20%
700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101719

Crème de Framboise
(Raspberry) 20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101725

It is characterized by its powerful,
fleshy, indulgent flavours. The sugar
from the fruit is perfectly balanced
with the touch of acidity at the core,
discovered in the middle of tasting.

Intense aromatic flavours , round,
generous and fruity in the mouth.
Immediately recognizable peach
flavour, with very pleasant floral notes
the finish and providing freshness

A delicate fruit that comes through so
intensely, both on an aromatic and
tasting level, that this crème will
surprise your senses. An explosion of
flavours!

Crème a La Fraise de Boise
(Strawberry) 20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101721

Liqueur d’Abricot (Apricot)
25% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101726

Liqueur de Citron Vert et
Gingembre (Lime & Ginger)
20% 700ml
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101711

It is one of those crèmes in which the
fragility of its fruit is contrasted with
the intensity of the flavours that
characterize it. A beautiful balance for
a crème for its high quality.

The Apricot Liqueur stays relatively
true to the taste of the original fruit,
picked when ripe. Round and unctuous.
A velvety, brilliant crème, quite simply
reminiscent of the flesh of the fruit.

An incomparable intensity in this Lime
& Ginger Crème. Strength and
elegance characterize this crème. A
nod to the latest trends, but with an
amazing flavour and strength.

Liqueur de Litchi (Lychee)
24% 700ml
$ 100.00
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101718

Liqueur de Poire Au Cognac
38% 500ml
$ 100.00
Ctn: 6 x 500ml
101710

Liqueur de Pomme Vert
(Green Apple) 18% 700ml
$ 100.00
Ctn: 6 x 700ml
101712

It is as surprising as it is true to the
aromatic flavours of the original fruit.
Exotic, generous and delicate, despite
an intense attack on the palate. A real
explosion of flavours!

One of Distillerie Massenez’s flagship
products, well known for its amazing
flavour and its aromatic richness... an
explosion on the palate!

True to the original fruit, the freshness
of the apples, their sweetness and
their acidity all come through in this
liqueur. An exceptional liqueur,
renowned for its unique flavour.
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PURE CANE SUGAR
FRANCE
Béghin-Say is the most famous sugar brand in France, adapting throughout its history to consumer expectations,
whether the launch of cane blond sugar in the 1980s or more recently Ligne au sucre & extracts of Stevia.
Béghin-Say offers several ranges of products in France: traditional sugars, pastry, gelling agents, pure cane,
fancy sugars (colored, shapes) and nutritional sugars.
An icon of French sugar cane history, la Perruche is part of the gastronomic and cultural heritage.
Since 1890, la Perruche has embodied the French chic and refinement that the world envies both
in France and far beyond its borders. This is how la Perruche became both iconic and
representative of the highest degree of sophistication. Over 130 years, la Perruche has become
a symbol of excellence and French gastronomy.

A COMMITTED COMPANY
A committed company, recyclable packaging and the reclamation of every part of the sugar cane.
• 3,000 farms producing high-quality cane
• 18,300 direct and indirect jobs are linked to the Cane-Sugar-Rum-Energy sector in Réunion
• 80% of European cane sugar production comes from Réunion
• 0 insecticide or fungicide on sugar cane
• 145,000 tonnes of carbon saved each year thanks to the transformation of bagasse into electricity in the
thermal power plants attached to the two factories on the island
THE ROUGH CUT SUGAR
Rough cut cubes are an exceptional product. They are genuine 100% pure cane
gems, made using a la Perruche exclusive process. These unrefined cubes, a blend
of fine sugar and big cane granules, partially melt in hot drinks but still create that
lovely crunch at the end of the drink. They have won over even the biggest chefs
and the finest gourmet palates across the whole world, thus becoming really
representative of the brand and the symbol of extreme refinement.

LA PERRUCHE SUGAR CUBES
White Cube Sugar 750gm
Ctn: 8 x 750gm
101704

Amber Cube Sugar 750gm
Ctn: 8 x 750gm
101705

White & Amber Cube Sugar 2.5kg,
Individually wrapped
Ctn: 4 x 2.5kg
101707

Amber Cube Sugar 2.5kg,
Individually wrapped
Ctn: 4 x 2.5kg
111452
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PURE CANE SUGAR
FRANCE

LA PERRUCHE CASSONADE SUGAR
Cassonade Brown Sugar 750gm
Ctn: 10 x 750gm
101708

Like fine gold, Cassonade brown sugar is a high-quality flavour enhancer: It's a cooking must-have for successful bakes. Try
it out on both sweet and savoury food. Sprinkle over crêpes, fruit or dairy products to add a golden sparkle full of aromatic
notes. It goes perfectly with cocktails.

Blonvilliers: is a cane sugar with a unique personality well established in the eyes of
its users, both by the typicity of its taste, the finesse of its texture and the blondness of
its colour.
A consensual product, accessible to all, which appeals to the whole family, more
pronounced on beet sugar and sweeter than brown cane sugar.

BLONVILLIERS SUGAR
Organic Brown Sugar 500gm
Ctn: 10 x 500gm
113059

These small blond pieces come from sugar cane grown in Brazil and certified Organic Agriculture .
Its slightly caramelized taste is sweeter than brown sugar and subtly flavours your hot drinks.
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FESTIVE GOODIES
In celebration of that special occasion, Euraco offer a range of premium goodies for Easter, Mother’s
Day, Christmas etc. Place your indent orders early to avoid disappointment!

EASTER
Valrhona Easter Range

Loison Easter Cakes

Virginia Amaretti
Confectionery

CHRISTMAS
Valrhona Christmas Gift Boxes

Loison Panettone & Pandoro

Virginia Amaretti
Confectionery

Rossella Candies

Duncan’s of Dundee Cookies

Mrs Bridges Gift Sets

Hampers & Gift Sets
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